
My story starts in 1971. I had not long left school at 16 and was six months into my dream job as an apprentice 

training to be a vehicle technician. I had always been very fit, had never had any illness to speak of and still enjoyed 

long distance cycling. However, the first sign that something wasn’t quite right was when I noticed that my ankles 

would swell up during the day. I ignored it at first, but then things started to get worse. I would wake up in the 

morning, look at my ankles and think ‘great, no swelling’. But then I would look in the mirror and realise that my face 

was now swollen as the fluid had ‘levelled out’ overnight. By this time I wasn’t feeling 100% either, so a trip to the 

doctors was required, followed by a referral to a consultant who sent me straight to Medway Hospital. Tests showed 

that my kidney function was impaired, but it was believed that with the right medication the condition could be 

controlled. I started to feel better, so much so that with an old school friend we planned a cycling trip to Wales 

during the summer.  

The day of our cycle tour arrived and we set off on a fairly breezy day in July. About an hour had passed when it 

started to rain – hard. We were used to cycling in all weathers, so we pressed on but I was starting to feel weak and 

had lost my usual energy. I remember it was about 50 miles into our trip when I collapsed at the side of the road, all 

strength drained from my body. This was an age before mobile phones, so my friend knocked at a nearby house for 

help and two kind old ladies took me in until my parents could come and collect us in the car. 

Back to hospital, this time St Marys in London where it was found that my kidney function had diminished to the 

point that dialysis would be inevitable. Thinking back, I was lucky to be offered dialysis as there were very few 

dialysis centres in the UK in the early seventies. I managed to last out for a few more months, but in January 1972 I 

started Dialysis at Canterbury under the care of Mike Goggin and his team. This was still early days for the Alan 

Squirrel unit at Canterbury, and I was one of only eight patients on dialysis at the time. I’m sure dialysis isn’t pleasant 

today, but in 1972 the kidney machines were still fairly crude by today’s standards and required you to adhere to 

much stricter dietary controls. Life wasn’t great for a 17-year-old, and I have to admit that at times I found it hard to 

carry on. My parents could obviously see what I was going through, and although I was being trained to have a 

dialysis machine at home they both volunteered to donate a kidney.  

Tests showed that my dad was the best match, and on July 16th 1973, three weeks after my eighteenth birthday, I 

had my transplant at Canterbury hospital. Transplantation was still fairly rare at this time, so much so that Transplant 

Surgeons travelled to whatever hospital the patient happened to be in to carry out the operation. This was also a 

time before keyhole surgery, so removal of my dad’s kidney was a major operation. I remember being told that, 

based on the statistics of the time, that my transplant would last an average of 18 months, five years at the most. 

Rather selfishly perhaps, as an eighteen-year-old I thought that even 18 months without dialysis made it worth 

doing. A few rejection episodes followed, and with only steroids available in the 70’s to suppress my immune system 

I soon developed a ‘moon face’ one of the common side effects of large doses of steroids. But on the whole I felt fit 

and well again. 

I decided that my best chance of getting the maximum five years out of my transplant was to get as fit as possible. I 

soon started cycling again, although by this time I could drive, and also took up running. At first even a gentle half 

mile jog was hard work, but I gradually built up the distance, 1 mile, 5, 10 and eventually I was entering half 

marathons. It was around this time that Mike Goggin asked if I’d be interested in taking part in the Transplant 

Games. I said yes, although I was only ever average at most sports at school, except badminton, a sport for which I 

seemed to have a natural ability. The Games had been set up by Maurice Slapack, a transplant surgeon from 

Portsmouth who wanted to demonstrate to the world how fit and healthy you could be following transplantation.  

After the first Games, which had about 100 competitors taking part in various sports, a National newspaper covered 

the story on its front page with the headline ‘Maurice’s Marvels’. The Games were a great success and have grown 

over the years to what is now a five day ‘mini Olympics’ at top sporting venues with around a thousand competitors 

taking part.  

My first games weren’t a great success from a sporting perspective having got well beaten in the badminton. 

However, it was a fantastic experience and I came home determined to do better the following year. I joined a local 

badminton club, improved sufficiently to be included in club competitions around Kent and increased the running. It 

would be another two years before I finally won my first badminton gold medal at the Games with my then doubles 



partner Kevin Hingley, and I still remember Kevin’s parents with their heads ducked down behind the viewing gallery 

balcony, unable to watch what was a too close for comfort badminton doubles final!  

Other countries around the world started to hold their own Transplant Games, and we now also have the World 

Transplant Games which are held every two years. Following other badminton competition successes, I got my first 

‘call up’ to be part of The British Team at the World Games to be held in Hungary in 1991. Much like my first British 

Games, I didn’t do so well and was knocked out of the badminton singles and doubles competition at the quarter 

final stage. More training required! I started running longer distances to improve my stamina, including the London 

Marathon which I have managed to complete five times over the years. Also more frequent badminton at a higher 

level to improve my match fitness. Four years later the World Games were held in Manchester and I had my first 

medal success. Gold in the doubles with my new partner Rob Jones and silver in the singles competition. I medalled 

at each World Games after Manchester, but the singles gold and the title ‘World Champion’ still eluded me. That is 

until 2001. 

In 2001 the World Games were held in Kobe, Japan. I remember on the Team flight standing up to stretch my legs 

and looking back down the plane to see a lady about ten rows back who didn’t look at all well. I decided, as you do, 

to go and chat to her and ask if she was ok. It turned out that she didn’t like flying which always made her feel ill. Her 

name was Judith and she was there with her parents to support her sister who’d had a liver transplant and was a 

sprinter in the British Team. In Japan I finally achieved my goal of gold medal success in the singles competition and 

the doubles with Norbert Mc Garr as my partner. Oh, and Judith is now my wife! 

I have been fortunate to be selected for the British Team at 11 World Games and have seen parts of the world that I 

would never have were it not for the transplant. In 2012 my good friend and Committee member Tina Sandum 

nominated me as an Olympic torch bearer for the London Olympics. The nomination was successful and carrying the 

torch for a few hundred metres in Chatham is an experience I’ll never forget.  Although now classed as a ‘veteran’ 

(the older I get the better I was) I still take part in the Games and, having trained as a badminton coach, I now coach 

children at two badminton clubs in Kent.  

So here I am nearly 50 years’ post-transplant, still with the same kidney that was only expected to last five years. I 

have 3 children (from a previous marriage) and at the last count eight grandchildren. Following my marriage to 

Judith, we also have a son Daniel. I’ve had some fantastic life experiences, none of which would have been possible 

without the success of transplantation and the dedicated staff of the NHS who have looked after me and my kidney 

over the years.  

Thank you.  

Paul German.         

          

   

       

  

 

                  


